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17 th October 1970

Airfield Survey
You will know that I was able to get an answer off to Bennett by our

(J. A. Jones)
A. C. W, Lee, Esq.

ca^ib^mAL

7?
I /

last mil (of the 15th of October) in reply to Ms long outstanding letter of 
Kay, 1969, about various considerations, including defence considerations 
relating to the question of an airfield at Cape Pembroke.

Although the application itself does not specifically mention it it has 
been our understanding? in discussion that if the consultancy study is under
taken it would Be carried out by sorae such organisation as the Economist 
Intelligence Unit. In connection with this you will wish to know that the 
Colonial Manager of the Falkland Islands Co. Ltd. has infomed w that his 
canpary and Darwin Shipping Limited, the subsidiary which operates the R.&.S. 
"Darwin" and charters the n.v. "A.E.S." will co-operate as required with any 
organisation which might undertake the study* This is of importance in view 
of the situation regarding the Shipping Subsidy Agreement full information 
on which we sent to you in a recent mail.

In ny letter, which was dated the 1st of October, I referred to the 
hope of being able to send, perhaps by our next mail (of the 10th November) 
an application, in standard form, for an economic consultancy study. You will 
recall that this is as anticipated in your telegram to us no. 2A6 of the 3rd 
of August. The application is now attached to this letter in triplicate and 
for obvious reasons is sent to you and not to your Overseas Aid wing in Eland 
House.

The application fonn is not accompanied ty copies of the supporting 
documentation referred to in its paragraph 6(a) as you ulreaqy have copies.

3/^o//y7
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6 November 1970

Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

J. F. C. MELROSt

Acting Governor 
Government House
Port Stanley

Mr M J SpraggePenguin Airways7901 V<est Ramona StreetMiramarFlorida
33623USA

Director Haclonal de Transports Aereo 9 de Julio 1925 Buenoa AireaArgentina

Copy to!
American Dept F C 0 London

Group Captain J F G Melroee DFC EAF

W/'

I can only advise you to approach the Foreign end Commonwealth Office, London, on this matter because they are responsible for the administration of the Islands and also, of course, for the conduct of relatione with the Government of the Argentine Republic including the question of communications with the Islands.

Should you decide to pursue this matter with the Argentine authorities, the appropriate Government office to whom application for setting up any air service by interested airlines is:

Thank you for your letter of 28 October about the proposal to operate a weekly air service to the Falkland Islands.

Air Attache British Bmbassy Dr Luie Agote 2^12 Buenos Aires Argentina

Ab you are no doubt aware, no airfield exists at present on the Islands. As regards the prospect of your operating a service through Buenos Aires and Viedma, it is not in my competence to comment on the probable response of the Argentine Government to any request by yourselves for the necessary landing rights*
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AIRWAYS
October, 1970.
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Dear Sir,

i

’•US/pa

i

The Air Attache,
The British Embassy, 

’ BUENOS AIRES.’
Argentina.

As Buenos Aires is the focal point for air s rvice, landing 
rights at Ezeiza would permit us to offer Falkland Island 
travellers service to their destination with only one change 
of aircraft. It would also facilitate the servicing of our aircraft.

i
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Initial studies have revealed that by operating a weekly 
service, a load of ten passengers would be generated.
Eighty percent of these passengers either ori ; Lnate in or 

v continue to the Uni led Kingdom or North A...erica.

In light of the current Falkland Island controversy would 
the Argentine Government grant us landing rights at Ezeiza 
and Viedma? If so, your advice as to the manner in which 
we should apu.ly for these rights wold be greatly appreciated.

Y our s s inc erely,

M.J. Sprags.

The above company has been formed by Britts- business 
men to study the feasibility of operating air service 
to the Falkland Islands.

The current market does not offer a ten seat aircraft with 
sufficient range to operate non stop from Buenos Aires to 
Fort Stanley. Thus, an intermediate fuel stop would be 
necessary. Our prime point would be Viedma (C-obernador Castello 
airport), which is approximately equidistant from Buenos Aires 
and Port Stanley.

7901, WEST RAMONA STREET, MIRAMAR. 33 0 2 3. U.S.A. TELE PHONE: 305-981-233B
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CONFIDENTIAL

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

PRESENT

His Excellency the Acting Governor (Mr. J. A. Jones, O.B.E.)

The Honourable the Acting Colonial Secretary (Mr. L

The Honourable A. G. Barton, C.B.E., J.P.
Major the Honourable Ro V. Goss, O.B.E., E.D.
The Honourable S. Miller, J.P.
The Honourable R. M. Pitaluga
The Honourable Mrs. N® King
The Honourable W. H. Clement, J.P.
The Honourable R. W. Hills

Clerk of Council: Mr. H. L. Bound, M.B.E., J.P.

MINUTES 0? MEETING NO. 11/70
HELD ON 28th, 29th and 30th OCTOBER 1970

Mr. Pitaluga was unable to attend during the discussion of items 1 to 
9 held during the forenoon of Wednesday, 28th October.

Mrs. King was unable to attend during the discussion of items 14 to 
17 held during the afternoon of Thursday, 29th October.

Mr. A. Sloggie, Colonial Manager of the Falkland Islands Company 
T.jmdted, attended during the discussion of items 12 and 13.

Mr. E. C. Gutteridge, J.P., Superintendent of Power and Electrical 
Department, attended during the discussion of item 21.

C. Gleadell, O.B.E., 
J.P.)



/6Meeting No. 11/702

1. , PW1BMATI0N OF MINUTES

O323/A/VII UNEMPLOY^IENT DUE TO ILL HEALTH (Memo 66/70)2. OLD AGE PENSIONS:

2396/111 CURRENCY NOTES (AMENDW1T) RULES (Memo 74/70)3.

0814 CIVIL LIABILITY FOR OIL POLLUTION DAMAGE (Memo 75/70)4.

2196 OSAS: PASSAGE OF DESIGNATED OFFICERS (Memo 72/70)5.

6.0462/A

Council advised that the Currency Notes (Amendment) Rules, 
1970 be made.

The International Conventions on Civil Liability for Oil 
Pollution Damage and Intervention on the High Seas in case of Oil 
Pollution Casualties were adopted in Brussels in November 1969 
and signed by the United Kingdom.

Council noted that it was the opinion of the Secretary of 
State that there would be advantage in both these conventions 
being extended to the Falkland Islands and advised that the 
Secretary of State be informed that this Government has no objec
tion to a future extension of both conventions to this Colony.

The Minutes of Meetings 9/70 and 10/70 held on 15th September 
and 27th September 1970 respectively were confirmed.

The Acting Colonial Secretary explained that section 13 of 
the Old Age Pensions Ordinance provides for payment from public 
funds of all contributions to the Old Age Pension Fund by an 
employed contributor who is unemployed because of ill health but 
that similar provision does not exist for self-employed persons.

It was felt that in certain cases hardship was experienced 
by self-employed persons when their income ceased as a result of 
illness, as for example a self-employed tradesman or contractor, 
whereas in other cases such as the small trader, the income of 
the owner would continue.

Council advised that no amendment be made to the existing 
legislation but that each case should be referred to Standing 
Finance Committee for consideration on its merits.

i
■

r
!

E

i
The current O.S.A.S. agreement which provides for the United 

Kingdom to pay this administration half the cost of passages, 
inducement allowances and overseas education allowances in respect 
of designated officers ends on 31st March 1971. A new agreement 
which will be for no specific period and will be subject to annual 
review, withdraws the provisionfbr payment of inducement and 
education allowances and provides generally for the payment from 
United Kingdom funds of full passage expenses for designated 
officers and their families, including holiday visits of children 
to their parents. In addition appointment grants of £200 for 
accompanied married officers and £100 for unmarried or unaccom
panied officers will also be met from United Kingdom funds.

The proposed new agreement will be in the form of a letter to 
the Governor, the acceptance of which will conclude the agreement. 
Council studied the draft letter prepared by the Ministry of 
Overseas Development for this purpose and advised that the Ministry 
be informed that the proposals set out in the letter are acceptable 
to this Government.

REFUND OF CUSTOMS DUTIES (Memo 73/70)
The Acting Colonial Secretary explained that Messrs J.L.

Waldron Limited, of Port Howard, had filed a claim with the Collector 
of Customs for a refund of customs import duty amounting to £9 in 
respect of eight bottles of cherry brandy found to be missing from 
a consignment delivered to their station.

Section 8 of the Customs Ordinance provides for the Governor in 
Council to make such refunds when it seems expedient to do so.

Council advised that before authorising a refund the
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7” LEASE OF MULLET CREEK P/JM (Memo 68/70)
Considering an application from Mrs. G. E. Browning to obtain 

a new lease of Mullet Creek Farm for a period of ten years, Coun
cil advised that the current position, which effectively was that 
of a tenancy at will, should continue until such time as the 
application could be considered in the light of the Agricultural 
Team report.

consignees should be asked to make a formal claim against the 
insurance company. If this failed the application for a refund 
of duty could be considered at a later meeting.

I

8. APPLICATION TO PURCHASE CROWN LAND: F. J. BIGGS (Memo 79/70)
Council considered an application from Mr. F. J. Biggs to 

purchase an area of Crown land on Murray Heights in the vicinity 
of the Meteorological Station for the purpose of erecting a small 
dwelling. Mr. Biggs’ application stemmed from the requirement of 
the Board of Health for him to vacate his present dwelling owing 
to the fact that in its current location it is not possible to 
provide adequate drainage.

Council advised:
(a) that Mr. Biggs be required to submit a detailed 
plan of the proposed bull,ding to the Town Council for 
consideration and that the Town Council and Police 
Department be invited to consider the problem of such 
people as a whole and submit their joint views on how 
the problem could best be solved;
(b) the plan submitted by Mr. Biggs, together with the 
joint views of the Town Council and Police Department, 
would be considered at a later meeting;
(c) that because of the cost to Government of providing 
adequate enlarged drainage in the Meteorological Station 
area, no further development of this area would be 
permitted.

10. ARGENTINE AFFAIRS (Memo 69/70)
The Summary Record of the London Talks had recently been 

received and Members, now fully in the picture, appreciated that 
careful consideration would need to be given to planning the 
action to be taken locally in preparing the ground for the next 
round of talks scheduled to take place in Buenos Aires next year. 
The Argentine proposals which could be advantageous to the Colony 
would need to be studied carefully. The need to study and 
evaluate them highlighted the difficulty of the problem of how to 
obtain the reaction to them of the electorate in circumstances 
where the proposals were confidential.

Referring to Memorandum 69/7O> the Acting Governor said that 
the Argentine government had no intention of removing their 
British or Colony passports from travellers. The suggestion made 
in the Memorandum was that the traveller would use his normal pass
port with a specially designed travel document kept at the back 
so that the Argentine immigration control would only examine this

9. LEASES OF LAND ON CALLAGHAN ROAD (Memo 77/70)
The Acting Colonial Secretary explained that the leases of 

plots of land on Callaghan Road and adjacent to Stanley Common 
expired this year. An earlier policy had been established that 
these plots be considered for renewal at five-yearly intervals.

Having in mind the problem discussed under item 8 cf these 
minutes, the view was taken that this area might lend itself to 
the development of small housing sites and for this reason con
sideration of the subject was deferred until advice could be 
sought.
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11. VARIATION TO DARWIN SHIPPING SUBSIDY AGREEMENT (Memo 78/70) 
■—>■■■ w— in — --■! ■w—ii — wi ■ ■ i i„i i » bi>i

0327/V
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C ompany/Limite1

raiCE_OF MUTTON (Menio 76/70)
Mr. A. Sloggie, Manager of the Falkland Islands Company

I
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Council advised that clause 12(iii) of the Darwin Shipping 
Subsidy Agreement be amended by the deletion of the figures 
£300 and £10 and the substitution therefor of £1,000 and £25 
respectively. Thus the clause, as amended, will read :

’‘There shall be permitted a deduction of the premium 
transferred by the company to the internal fund created 
by the company to provide for the first £1,000 of each 
and every loss relating to the steamship and the first 
£25 of each and every loss relating to medical expenses 
of the crew/1

part. So far no draft of the proposed document had been seen and 
it was agreed that it was important for the Argentines to provide 
a mock-up of the document for scrutiny. Members also vzished to 
know whether the proposed document would be retained by the 
holder for further use. In answer to a question whether the whole 
problem of documentation could not be solved by issuing United 
Kingdom passports in Stanley, the Acting Governor explained that 
current British immigration legislation precluded this course. 
(The possibility had been examined at official level on the 
British side during the preparatory phase before the London Talks 
with officials of the Passport Office.)

The British and Ar gentine governments had some years ago 
concluded a Visa Abolition Agreement but fox* obvious reasons this; 
agreement had not been extended to the Falkland Islands and con
sequently Argentine nationals wishing to visit the Islands were 
required to obtain a visa. The Argentine government, in seeking 
to facilitate the entry of Islanders into Argentina,, had 
expressed an understandable desire for some reciprocal treatment 
and had suggested that the requirement for an Argentine national 
to obtain a visa to enter the Colony was one which night be re~ 

| ’ considered in this context.
Concluding the discussion, Council advised
(1) that a proposal be made to the Foreign and Commonwealth 

Office that at the next round of talks on the freeing 
of communications with Argentina, the British side 
should suggest the adoption of an acceptable Argentine 
travel document: provided that it was agreed between 
the two governments that the document would be carried 
at the back of a British passport in the same way as an 
international health document and that travellers from 
the Islands, in passing- through Argentine immigration 
controls, would hand their British passports to the 
Argentine immigration authorities. The Argentine 
immigration authorities would accept the passport but 
would no doubt direct their own attention to the travel 
document inserted at the back of it;

(2) that the Foreign and Commonwealth Office also be 
approached with the suggestion that the formal require
ment for Argentine nationals visiting the Colony to 
have a visa entered in their passports be dropped by 
administrative action of the British government and 
under the juridical umbrella: provided that current 
vetting and clearance procedures, the retention of 
which it was understood the Argentine government itself 
fav our, c ontinue;

(3) that the Foreign and Commonwealth Office be informed 
that the Colony requirement for the passports of 
visitors to be stamped could be so modified that it 
would only be effected where a visitor so requested.
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£12,000

Limited, attended during the discussion of this subject. “
Asked to outline his company!s reasons for proposing to in

crease the price of mutton, Mr Sloggie submitted that the current 
profits of the Stanley Butchery were regarded as yielding too low 
a return on the investment (a figure of k-itfo was quoted). The 
enhanced prices of wool and skins enjoyed for many years had fallen 
away and the business now depended almost solely on the income from 
sale of mutton and beef. He estimated that the average profits of 
the business over the past nine years amounted to £780 per annum. 
This figure took into consideration the depreciation of the build
ings, contents and vehicles; the amount invested in the butchery 
being quoted at £19,000 made up as follows:

Buildings (including skin shed erected partly 
for mink farm)

Contents (including cold storage chamber 
provided for mink farm)

FUTURE OF R.M.S. DARWIN
Before leaving the meeting Mr Sloggie begged leave to mention 

that in a telephone conversation with his principals in London he 
had been asked to inform the Colony government that as the Falkland 
Islands Company had not been consulted over the planning of the 
future pattern of transport communications the company was obliged 
to proceed with its own plans.

The company did not expect to seek renewal of the Darwin 
Shipping Subsidy Agreement in 1971 as it did not contemplate

6,500
Vehicles 500

He went on to say that an increase of 2d per lb. would produce an 
increase of 1.4d per lb. thus increasing the annual profit by some 
£1,700.

Mr Sloggie concluded by saying that it was further proposed 
to increase the freight rate for mutton sheep carried on R.M.S. 
Darwin from 4/6 to 8/6 per head.

In discussion the Acting Colonial Secretary pointed out that 
any increase in the selling price of mutton would quickly reflect 
itself in the cost of living figures. He felt that for a return 
of as little as £1,700 per annum, in the interests of the general 
welfare of the Colony it would be better for the company to con
tinue subsidising the business. Commenting on the proposal to 
increase the freight rates on mutton sheep, the Acting Colonial 
Secretary said that this would almost certainly set up a chain 
reaction: timers would demand a higher price for the mutton pro
vided.

It was later established that the capital cost of the buildings 
was wrongly quoted since a fair amount represented capital invested 
in the mink farm project and this had since been written off, thus 
the return on investment quoted at 4ifo did not represent an 
accurate figure.

It was noted that throughout the discussion, Mr Sloggie had re
ferred to an increase of 2d per lb. and based his subsidiary figures 
on this price, whereas he had earlier advised the Governor that the 
increase would be Id per lb. and that there would be no increase in 
the relevant freight rate. At no time was it suggested that the 
proposed increase was linked in any way to increased operating 
costs.

Council noted the position and advised that a letter be addressed 
to the Manager of the company expressing concern at the increase 
proposed and noting that the original proposal was for an increase 
of Id per lb. It was hoped that in the light of the current 
economic position, the company would reconsider their proposal, 
particularly so when increased operating costs were not put forward 
as a relevant factor.
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0209/V 14

OO65/VI 15.

2103/n 16.

O7C4/VT 17.

0936/h 18.

to/purchase

SELECTION OF DATE FOR NEXT MEETING
■ u.f**iMiiw.iin 1 1* j II !■ nf M <>■ i ■ ?. wrw rti 11

No firm date was selected, but it was agreed that a meeting 
would need, to be held shortly after the return to the Colony in 
December of the fact finding team selected to visit the Argentine 
ports.

The Acting Colonial Secretary explained that the practice 
of advancing capital for the purpose of assisting persons to

IMMIGRATION: REPATRIATION OF FARM WORKERS (Memo 71/70)
• r • -i l ■ ■■ n H . juhulj Il—.-□■■■■■il m mH 1 !■! uj w—— wa •

Council considered the memorandum before it. Members 
expressed the general view that after examining such figures as 
were available they were of the opinion that these figures did 
not appear to support the case put forward by the Sheep Owners1 
Association. Nor was there anything to suggest that the mere 
equal sharing of costs proposed would have any practical effect 
in solving the problem, if problem there was.

The natter could be examined again in future if it could 
be shown that the position had deteriorated.

replacing the “Darwin” but does pirn to find an alternative for 
m.v. “A.E.S.” Mr. Sloggie added that the company would con
tinue to honour its obligations to its staff and clients.

COST OF LIVING AWARDS: DOMESTIC SERVANTS (Memo 67/70) 
nn rwiif ■■■! ...................... . 1111 ■ 1 1 imwf ■>■!■■■■ ■■■ ■ IIII—I   ■ rim

Arising from an application for payment of cost of living 
awards to the domestic staff of K.E.M. Hospital, Council noted 
that such payments had for several years been made to the 
nursing staff whereas the professional staff at Darwin Boarding 
School who are also fully found in board and lodgings, did not 
receive this benefit.

Council advised that with immediate effect cost of living 
awards would not be made to staff in receipt of full board and 
lodgings. Payments already made in this respect would be re
tained but subsequent cost of living awards would not be applied 
to such officers.

REPORT OF COST OF LIVING SUB-COMMITTEE
The Acting Colonial Secretary reported that the informal 

committee appointed to examine the proposals contained in 
Executive Council Memorandum 53/70 had met on three occasions. 
The committee noted the nature of the anomaly that had been 
revealed in the structure of the cost of living awards system 
and the proposal to remove it. While agreeing with the 
proposal, the committee observed that other anomalies existed 
in the structure and recommended that a further committee be 
appointed to examine the cost of living structure which had not 
been reviewed since 1952.

It was noted that problems of decimalisation would not 
arise until the March 1971 quarterly measurement is taken.

Council advised that a committee under the chairmanship 
of the Colonial Treasurer with membership consisting of the 
Honourable R. W. Hills and representatives of the Falkland 
Islands Company Limited and the General Employees’ Union be 
appointed to conduct a review of the structure for measuring 
the cost of living in Stanley.

Recognising that the Sheep Owners’ Association makes use 
of parts of the Stanley structure when assessing camp cost of 
living, Council further advised that the Association be invited 
to nominate an observer to attend the committee’s meetings and 
take port in discussion.
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D/5/70 19.

0625/XIX 20.

0270/D 21.

1899/H 22.

1714/0 25.

provision/ of

Mention was male of the fact that the Royal Naval Hovercraft 
Unit imported fuel in plastic lined steel drums and Council 
advised that enquiries be made regarding the suitability of these 
drums for use in carrying avgas of the octane used by the 
Falkland Islands Government Air Service and if this proved to be 
so, an application would be made to the Admiralty to purchase a 
quantity for this purpose.

MODEjmi^TW POWER STATION
Mr. E. 0. Gutteridge, J.P., Superintendent Power and 

Electrical Department, attended during the discussion of this 
subject.

The Superintendent, Power and Electrical Department, had 
prepared a brief summary of his visit to the United Kingdom and 
Members were provided with copies for study.

It was noted that the revised total cost for the provision

IMMIGRATION
Council noted that an enquiry had been made by a coloured 

United States citizen and his wife to take up residence in the 
Falklands. The applicant, a member of the Bahai faith and whose 
wife is not coloured, is recorded as being aged 37 years, holding 
a university degree and a current pilot’s licence.

Council advised that the application be submitted for 
consideration by the Labour Advisory Board in the usual manner.

GEODETIC ACTIVITIES
The Acting Governor explained that preparations had been made 

for a geodetic team to resume activities in South Georgia this 
summer but that for various reasons, principally shipping diffi
culties, the operation was now likely to be transferred to the 
Falklands and a team of four was expected to arrive in the Colony 
in November.

Council noted the position.

purchase housing property had recently been under review by the 
Standing Finance Committee who now sought a firm policy decision. 
The Committee recommended that the aggregate amount available 
annually for this purpose should be limited to the estimated 
annual amount to be received by way of repayment on outstanding 
loans. Commercial loans would continue to be assessed on the 
basis of their economic value to the Colony.

Council agreed and advised accordingly.

H.M.S. ENDURANCE
Council noted that H.M.S. ’’Endurance” was scheduled to 

arrive in Stanley on 28th November. In addition to her normal 
operations she would assist with the Joint Services Expedition 
to Elephant Island, It was expected that her camp tour this 
season would be restricted to a short period between 10th and 17th 
April, the date on which she is due to leave the Colony for 
Montevideo, Rio de Janeiro, Gibraltar and the United Kingdom.

F.I.G.A.S, FUEL SUPPLY
The Acting Colonial Secretary referred to recent difficul

ties experienced with regard to the importation of avgas for the 
Falkland Islands Government Air Service and explained that 
arrangements were in hand which it was hoped would result in 
obtaining supplies by R.R.S. “John Biscoe”. Even should this 
hope prove to be misplaced, existing stocks should be sufficient 
to cover the period until ’’Darwin” returned from Montevideo on 
or about 11th December.
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ALLOCATION OP GOVERLWNT HOUSING
Major the Honourable R. Vo Goss enquired, if it is correct 

that it was Government policy to give overseas officers priority 
when considering the allocation of Government quarters.

The Clerk of Council, who handles this subject in his capacity 
of Assistant Colonial Secretary, explained that this was so. 
Government is obliged, to provide housing for overseas officers. 
However, if a house becomes vacant and there is no requirement of 
this nature, applications for tenancy are considered by the 
Housing Committee who make their recommendation without reference 
to the officer’s place of birth.

The Clerk was instructed to discuss the matter with Major 
Goss.

of the plant and building together with freight charges and 
supplementary consultants and erecting charges amounted to £140,000 
and that this figure would remain firm only until 8th December next.

The original estimate for the scheme had been fixed at £100,000 
and approval had already been sought and obtained for the scheme to 
be financed by a free grant of £50,000 from Her Majesty’s Government 
and a loan of a further £50,000, the repayment conditions of which 
were yet to be agreed. The policy to be adopted with regard to the 
provision of the additional £40,000 was yet for consideration.

Council advised:
(a) that the revised proposals for the provision of the 

plant, building and all necessary supplementary 
expenditure at a cost of £140,000 be accepted in 
principle before the offer expired on 8th December, 
1970; and

(b) that enquiries be made regarding the policy to be 
adopted with regard to the provision of the 
additional £40,000.

PROVISION OF AIRFIELD
The Honourable R. M. Pitaluga raised the question of the 

provision of an airfield for the colony. He considered that the 
construction of an airfield and the provision of an external air 
service was now becoming urgent, particularly in view of the 
information given earlier during the meeting by the Colonial 
Manager, Falkland Islands Company Limited, about the withdrawal 
from service of R.ii.S. ’’Darwin”. He added that in discussion with 
the directors of the Falkland Islands Company Limited in London 
he was assured that the company would be interested in investing 
capital in the construction of an airfield.

Council was informed that an application for a consultancy 
survey into the economics of the communications pattern recommended 
by the Colony’s Transport Communications Committee to be inducted 
under British Technical Assistance was being made to Her Majesty's 
Government. It was essential that the economics of the project 
were properly evaluated in view of the paucity of the information 
with which the committee had been obliged to work. Once this had 
been done it would be possible to evaluate the political, financial 
and other considerations requiring study.

The view was held that from a military point it would not 
make any difference if an airfield existed and Members expressed 
strong views that Argentine financial participation in the con
struction should be avoided.

Council advised that Her Majesty’s Government be asked to 
exepedite plans for the provision of an airfield.
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STANLEY COMMON AND DAIRIES
It was agreed, that this subject, upon which it was under

stood. that the Development Committee had reported on the day 
before the Council Meeting started, would be included in a. 
future agenda.

HYDATID DI^g[
Council advised that farm managers be requested to have 

the offal from all sheep slaughtered examined for the presence 
of cysts and be asked to keep records to show the number of 
sheep slaughtered and the number of cases in which cysts were 
observed. The records would be submitted to the Officer-in- 
charge Agricultural Department at quarterly intervals.

26 ’ IMPORT/lTTON OF LIVESTOCK. FROM SOUTH AMERICA
Reference was made to the possibility of withdrawing the 

current restriction on importation of livestock from South 
America. Council was informed that advice would be sought from 
the veterinary attache of the British Embassy in Buenos /tires 
on the subject. In due course this and any other advice it 
proved possible to obtain would be placed at Council’s disposal©



14-th December 1970

R, F. Johnson, Esq.

(J. A. Jones) 
Acting Governor

I would be grateful if you would let me have, 
on a personal basis, your ideas regarding ary 
strengthening and/or modernising of the Colony 
Government* s Meteorological Service which might 
be necessary should an airfield be constructed 
in the future in the colony for the operation 
of an external air service.

Since in this sort of exercise the limits 
within which one can work can be veiy wide if 
undefined, I suggest that in approaching the 
matter you have as the objective the presentation 
of a view of the minimum ejqoansion/moderniaation 
of the ret, service compatible with flight 
information and other relevant requirements.

4
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1#

2.

Twin Otter”#

range, operational ceiling,

3. Routes

A# ,810. GaX.lep:Qg ~ Port Ataiiley v>.;?.:LOdvro, >;ivade■ yi g * ... nloyB#

u#

5.

D1 eadyu», t; < c s( e )

6. 

to quo or a»re per week#

In accordance with discuduione held in our office, we are 
placing at your disposal sone of the conclusions arrived 
at as a basis fox* th© preliminary &tudie& la th© field of 
air coamunlcaticns between trie Islands and the MlnlaM,

430 n# miles
2 hours

Dlotanoe:
Flying Ti^e:

X7
Analysis of the likely link betwsn the Falkland
Islands and the American Continent (Argentine Hepublie)

Cuts flight t-i^e Stanley * B,a# by hour# 
Reduces cost of fare to B»A#

would entail uoe of supplementary pylon* 
mounted fuel tanks#
(d) Permits carriage of only 32 passengers#

510 n# fiilles
2 hours 20 ainutes

ft I ft Cl} M MKH

range, speed,

gQUte'J.Rio. Caller.o c, * ,Port.. atualey

(a) Operational f^ciliti^s of Rio Gallegos airfield 
which provide ail th© noccaaary navigation and 
landing aids (radio beacon, radio mr^ers, VG.H, ILS)
(b) Possibility of opera ting without supple^-exitary 
fuel tanka#

/(c) Permits Chrriago of 40 passengers#

Strips, la tiie most suitable aircruft for thia service •
So fiir as the T- in Otter is ooi^ernea, although it is 
auitable for operating from unprepared rumys, ita limited 

and curgo and pae&enger-cain’yixig capacity 
represent a considerable handicap.
For thia reason all studies Iwvs been baeea on the uae of 
the F.rr7»

Aircraft
The planes whlan LADB operate are the Foki;er F#27 RFriendehipw 
and BHO6 “Twin otter” • LAUB is able to taake uee a© xieceaeary 
of aircraft types other than those at present used by the 
Argentine Air Force#
The F#27, because of its epted, ran^e, operational ceiling, 
cargo and passenger*carrying capacity and especially its 
sturdiness which allow it to operate from earth or gravel

Route .^Q3io.d.QFO Riyad&yia ^■.riort. »vt?u>ley

A&vant&g.#n: (a )
/(b)

Initially, tho eervisa could be at a frequency of two flirhtB 
a aojith with tlinetablao scheduled to fit in %ith Aerolincufi 
/■rgentinas; thie frequency could bo iiXsreaBed aceordm to 
passenger and cargo demand, especially derin^; holiday y-ei-’iods,
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7.

(c) Proviaion of a raclic beacon.

8. 

(a)

Total

(b) fort Stanley * Rio Q&ll^oe

Total
These

({ ) The Islands local air service would continue subject to 
the availability of strips capable of taxing the F*27*

Mo Oallegoo «* B#a* 
B.a* -* Montevideo

Port ^tenley - Comodpru 
Comodoro - B.A. (Jet)

• Montevideo

(e) Provision, of B8B radio ee-.-te.aont to comunlcate with 
Qujaodu.ro and Miu Cuilegos, in ureter i>0 en&uro liaison and 
coordination vi th Aerolinear Aj*geatinas and to carry any 
necessary administrative traffic*

6i|,0O0
276,000
32*000

roughly the same a& tue coat of 
^uniovidoo on the ** Darwin0 *

(f) The .aeccmriodti Uon situation in Stanley would need to be 
established in easfj- of enforced £topuverfc*

.^lllUcg. ffiloh... Xslmias
(a) Runways of 1,250 metres on level anjimproved ground* 
Before a regular service wo .introduced* a Thin Otter would 
land with apoo-ially qualified personnel to teat tee ojiex’ating 
capability of the strip*

(b) Provision of VaF for air/ground eo®mnication, for 
meteorological informtten end op^r^txonsU oontrol*

ina new
The approximrrte

i S (b) £J9 and is 
a fx^oa bUntey te

(h) Agree?aent wall lave te be reached to establish what 
authority would bo reaponoibie for &ir traffic control for 
Safety and eearoh anc jromsue operations. In this context 
it should be njtcd that in Argentina the Coraando.r of an Air 
•Jcegion* subordix^te to tee Go^3an<ler*irrg)hlei' of tne 
Argexxtim Air Poroe* tea nt his disposal the necessary 
org&^daauioa to ae.-:-usjo thia recpoiwibiiity*

(d) Provision of an'orflce fex4 ticket ^.le'd, etc. in 
Gtenlay* Tne ©tuff ^ou.bi coxiiatet of a &iQn^er (an 
clviiiaa)* and tw or three &tA..i#tante wno mi^bt bs Islands 
residents* It would, be x^eesaeury to x^ely on the preMeee 
beiiv: available locally and> if poa^ible* acao\--&Gd®.tion fur 
the mx^gor and hies family* •

392,000

tariffs are ex:>.rou6ed in peBaa (Mw 181888) (o 
peao equale one hundred old peeoo)* Th- 
sterling eavlv^lcnt in 8 (a) is and in

CalciilntiGna h^ve been on tlse b^eis of a ^promotional1 
or hievexopaentax* tariff. i-ievort^less tills docs nut rule 
out the posbibiity of reaching agree ent for a reasonable 
percentage diecuwut exclusively x^eGldeuts of the xblaixuc.

X
76,000

192,000
52,000

320,000

Qujaodu.ro
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9*

(0) The 'mixed ooniUgiu*&tion could be arranged for the Islands servloo*

(1)
(2)

Reductions in Aeroline&s Argentina© tariffs could only be 
comidered for domest la (sabotage) flights since so far as 
Internet!jml flights ar© concerned fares sue established by 
iM©r .national agreewnt end cannot be altered unilatei*ally*

(b) Beeauoe of its versatile ©anfiguration the F*27 onn be 
operated exolueively as a p&eeeascr planef exclusive.l.y as a 
cargo plane ox* in & miaturo of the t. o*

(d) The i^ollowing Iteise are
Provisional timetables and combinetlons*
(NOTS Csiittod) Various tables containing 
statistloal meteox“ological data on the lolxuid^*

2ilS££MgsS2X£g
(a) The LAD® iservlsa would have an gnglish spanking e&bin 
btewrdt othur me.hbore of tu® cxw would no t neeee&arily 
be. toglish speaking*
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o CONFIDENTIAL

No. 167
25th June 1971

Addressed to Falkland Islands. Repeated to B.A.

For Governor from Watt.
/drfield Construction

2. Please show to Scott•B.A.

Royal Engineers have expressed interest in possibility 
of being able to help and are at present studying available 
documents. I am to discuss problem with them and thia may 
be next week, and hope I can then tellyou something more 
definite.
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021540Z

MY TBLNO 167.

Possible R.E. time-scale would-be on following lines:3.
(i) preliminaiy reconnaissance visit by

4.
not indicate commitment to execute it.)

6. See MTFT*

PRIORITY
NO 170 OF 2/1/TL

(iii) preparation of military engineering construction plan in London 
taking about six months;

(iv) actual construction jcfaxxx 
taking approx. 18 months.

FRCM: F. 0.0.
TO FALKLAND ISLANDS
REPEATED TO BUENOS AIRES

2 U .

j one officer in July/August 
of approximately two weeks (or between Darwin sailings):

(ii) Reconnaissance in greater detail by party of approximately two 
officers and six men, of 6/8 weeks about four months later:

We have discussed informally with Royal Engineers, O.D-A. and 
Wainwright. Royal Engineers stated an interest in project and gave 
us following summary of time-scale and method they would envisage. 
This assumes MOD have been officially approached and have stipulated 

^commitment recommit troops to this task. (Such a commitment would be subject to 
operational and training requirements, and other aid tasks for which 
R.E. assistance might be needed).

5. Construction party might be 250 officers and men. • • • • • Labour needs 
uncertain but unlikely to be large. Party would provide own prefabricated 
living quarters but would need local electricity and water.

Existing commitments and time taken to mount project of this size 
indicates that construction could not begin before 1972. (MOD wish to 
emphasise that reconnaissance and further study of this project would

2. We assumed for planning puiposes, that what is required is an 
air strip of approximately 4,500 feet in length overall with a short 
cross runway. This would be .....ed with a cement stabilized base and 
bitumen surface dressing. Present reports indicate Pembroke area as 
suitable but other possible sites accessible to Stanley could be looked 
at on a preliminary reconnaissance.



CONFIDENTIAL .

PRIORITY

M.I.P<T. Airfield Construction*

3.

LJC : Cypher

aspects, including cost 
employing civilian firm.

No. 171 
of 2 July 1971 
02154-52

FRCM : F.C.O*
TO: FALKLAND ISLANDS

.2* Nevertheless, Departments involved here will wish to consider all 
aspects, including cost in employment of R.E. as compared with

Before civilian firms can be approached however 
we require foimal request from F. I. Government for assistance from aid 
funds. You will no doubt put this in hand as soon as practicable and 
send us advance advice by telegram* Moreover the sooner we have your 
views, the sooner a preliminary reconnaissance could be mounted*

Time scale may seem long but R.E^ estimate is based on initial 
examination of Wainwright and Peat Marwick* s reports. It seems unlikely 
that any U.K, based civilian route could down this timetable by much* 
Indeed, assuming that civilian firm would have to exploit labour and 
hire shipping to transport equipment, their time scale could be longer.

O.D.A., and ourselves also ....* possibility of enplpying construction 
firm from mainland presumably Argentine. There would of course be 
objections in principle to using funds in this way: and we assume we are 
right in thinking reference F.I. public opinion would wish to have 
project carried out by British agencies, even if this means taking 
somewhat longer. There would not however be the same objection to using 
aid funds for purchase of material, e. g, cement from mainland if these 
were cheaper and more quickly available. . L • .



RESTRICTED

FALKLAND ISLANDS / ARGENTINE CCmJNICATIONS

LJC : Cypher

RESTRICTED

If it is suggested Falklanders will be dependent solely on the 
Argentines for air conmunications, we will say unattributably that 
size of airfield contemplated on Cape Pembroke will allow long range 
aircraft to a variety of destinations, if necessary.

IMMEDIATE
NO 173 OF 3 JULT 1971
O32239Z

FRCM: F.C.O.
TO: FALKLAND ISLANDS 
REPEATED TO: B.A.



Decode.

SENT.TELEGRAM
From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Time :Received:Time :Despatched: 9/7/71

AIRFIELD CONSTRICTION.

LEWIS

LJC : Cypher

No. 241 
PRIORITY 
CONFTT1ENTTAT, 
TO F.C.O.

Your telno 171* Time scale certainly does seem long and it will be 
embarrassing politically if we have to rely on the Argentine Amphibian for 
such a period. Also I should imagine Falkland Islands Company would be 
fairly scathing about the lack of urgency if they hear details of the 
proposed timetable. I hope therefore that if documents initialled in B.A. 
are ratified by all Governments that a high priority can be placed on this 
project.

2. Using a construction finn from the mainland would be unacceptable 
politically and I would prefer that in the first instance we concentrated 
on the Sappers.



Decode.

SENT.TELEGRAM
From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: Time: Received: Time :9.7.71

/Als o

Telngmn Ho. 242 of 9th July 1971.
Your tolcgran 171 of 2nd July 
Airf ield.

(2) Bvway configuration required in ixe roco.’^endod in Cohere I 
(paragraph 10.5 of feasibility’ Ro^-ort) i.o. hwnmy conflgur t.bon9 
but with ree^'.^vnrlation t t min runway should bo of 4.070 :?t. 
(soc paragraph 8 of Feasibility -o ort) in or-or to provide Baxintta 
flexibility ■ nd also to ®&folnij return frot?. one • off operation by 
Hoyal incineois or contractors.

Following represent© advance advlee of for mal reject acic. ictc.no©
front Aid Fund a fo conrtruet.ion of u:irfiel.; ~t Oupe Pembroke s

(l) 11. 11 f.*t of the Jloport of Board of Tr'XxC 19®>
thin Government re••■ tert0 alloc-ation of Aid Ainia in approxif^iic .cjuct 
of £375*000 (so© nara1C.1 of !V>ort for coats roop) for con» 
struction of al ./field at C’arx? Pc^broie*

2. Consideration?} in ©uh~pr;rQ^rpn.hB (2) and (3) above oep’nsise 
approsrissat© n '-.tu^o of coilr/itc < f tot.il Aid lA^jds noodod for project.

(?) Triis re ;uoo* for Aid Fun’® •inclu'-.eo proviBic-n of 3‘»r/rrc:jr,-'l 
eorEJur5,c^t!.on facilities (ssa paragraphs 6.1 and 11.4 of Peas; bi lit.--’ 
Report).



Decode.

SENT.TELEGRAM
From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

'Time :Despatched: Time: Received:

Fomai replication will fellow 1-y bsg in due course.

Also paragraph W.1 of roaolbilit? Report asphaslaes •rough1 nature 
of ©otitnatos.

5.

Pls JP
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FW&I F.C.O.

TO: MbiiOS AII&3

WKAffiD TO: FAU&AW I3IAKDS

YCUR ®W0 U4 OF JUIX 1J: AIHFXKU) RBCa<IUXSSAHCS»

2.

3.

1.JC : Cypher

ca-mn^iu

X

k-

NO CF 33 JUIX 1971 
3314252

$' /i'/w '

We agree to your discussing proposals in your tolno 414 with Argentines 
on tl» basis proposed*

Grateful if you would make arrangements for Albatross f light and confirm 
so that Royal Engineers my make firm plans.

Q

Engineers confirm that they can send an officer (not necessarily 
Colonel Robinson) io arrive in B.A. on August 3 and fly by Albatross to Stanley 
with x^elrose and Argentine technical advisers on August 10* One week would 
probably be x adequate for reconnaissance but no less.

AZ. Z/.



CONFIDENTIAL

FROM: FALKLAND ISLANDS
TO: F.C.O.
REPEATED TO B.A. •
PRIORITY
NO 267
YCURTELNO 284
AIRFIELD RECONNAISSANCE

Grateful advise name of R.E., officer.

LTC : Cypher

CQmFIDENTIAL

• L

2. Also it would be useful to know full details of his brief. I 
presume he is authorised to discuss possibility of emergency strip.



r
UNCLASSIFIED
ROUTINE
TO GOVERNOR FALKLAND ISLANDS

NO 194 OF 30 JULY

INFO BUENOS AIRES
BUENOS AIRES TEL 428: COBIUNIGATIONS

3-

UC : P/L

Wheatley hopes to complete his reconnaissance in six days but he 
may need two or three days more. We hope that the return Albatross 
flight can be delayed accordingly if necessary but if not Wheatley will 
have to return in R.M.S.. "Darwin”. Grateful if you will make 
provisional booking for him.

1. Royal Engineer officer for Airfield Survey will be Lt. Col. 
Wheatley who will arrive Buenos Aires on on 8tja. August. Wheatley 
will signal precise ETA to Croker. His brief will be to make an 
initial reconnaissance for a runway of 3,600 feet possibly extending to 
4,000 feet. Wainwright agrees that a cross runway is not essential 
provided radio communications between Stanley and the Argentine are 
adequate.
2. We made clear to Wheatley the distinction between the airfield 
for which ODA will assume responsibility and any temporary landing 
site for the temporary air service which the Argentine officers will 
be looking into.



SERVICETELEGRAPHGOVERNMENT
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

DateHanded in atWords

To
VW PR0DHX1S BUHJCSAIliESuO

A/c H.O.

No. 80

Jlst July 1971

3114105 Al .DRESSED HJWOSAIWsS TE1W 80 OF 31 JUIX REPEATED INI-0 FOO •

Ca^DNICATXCNS e FOO TEN-0 194 • THE IWiUiJITS CF THE MzOTN ARE SO

UNPRED1C3JABI1S THAT ^S^ASY I hope RTURN FUCHT OF ALBATHX5S CAN

BE DELAYED FOR TV.O OR THHKE DAYS lb' THIS IS NWSBSSAiar FOR MEATUS TO

CCUl^rinEJ THE JOB * I^TIS
Time

WAP 15142—821 584578/790938 500 pds 12/68 Grp.782

Number Office of Origin



NO 433 OF 2 AUGUST

CT BUJWS AIRES TO PMORITY FOO

INFO FAUOAITO

O2210Q2

YOUS TEINO 194 TO FALKFANES

FALKIAND3 VISIT#

!• Subject to confirmation of arrangementa for signature of Notes,

Argentines have arranged special flight for Falklands party leaving

Buenos Aires at 1300 hours (local) on Sunday 8 August for Ccmodoro therefore

essential that Wheatley should arrive here on 7 August.

2. Your para 3 niay v.ell he difficulty here in delaying second flight of

Albatross.

PWJ

UC t P/L



UNCLASSIFIED

NO 298 OF 3 AUGUST

TO PKEOHITY BUENOS AIK'S

INFO FALKLAND ISLANDS

031200Z

FALKLANDS VISIT.

^wing to o ther prior conwiiiaents and to preparatory work for Airfield

Survey Wheatley will not repeat not he able to arrive Buenos Aires before

He is wait-listed for flight AR133 ETA 0950 hours 8 AugustSunday 8 August.

and also hooked on ParAm 203 from New York ETA 0905 hours 8 August. Actual

flight details will be telegraphed when known.

UC : P/L

/5<5
YOUR TEII’.O 433 OF 2 AUGUST.



No. J02
4th August 1971

Yourtelno 436 of 3 August Falklands -visit.

Fran F.C.O. UNCLASSIFIED IMMEDIATE to Buenos Aires, Infor. Routine 
Falkland Islands.

Despite delay in Albatross flight to Stanley Wheatly will still arrive 
Buenos Aires on 8 August.
2. Royal Engineers emphasise that a irinimum of six days is required for 
the airfield becce and since Darwin may possibly have sailed before recce 
is finished they ask for confirmation that return Albatross flight from 
Stanley will not repeat not be before 18 August.
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PRIORITY....011200Z SEP
FROM
TO
INFO COLONIAL SEC

R E S T R I C T E D LBC
FOR WHEATLEY FROM NICHOLAS.
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RECORD OF MEETING HELD IN MR I WATT'S OFFICE, 11 AM ON FRIDAY JO JLlY J
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Present:

?
(

Col Wheatley could -travel in RMS Darwin,returned,

aircraft from Montevideo or elsewhere.

in length withput a

I

CONFIDENTIAL
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i
I
I
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Chanceric
Buonos
Mcntevid

AIOD FCO
MOD
MOD
MOD ••
DTI
ODA
LAD FCO
AIOD FCO

Mr I Watt
Lt Col Pilkington RE 
Lt Col Wheatley RE 
Major Sugden RE 
Mr Wainv/right 
Mr Gordon
Mr Ling
Mr Kinnear-

; cos:

adequate for the opei'ations envisaged, 
struotion of b temporary landing strip was a separate matter, 
the Argentines who wanted it and whether this temporary strip might 
be constructed by the Argentines had not yet been settled, Col Wheattey 
pointed out that it would be an advantage in the construction of the 
main landing ground if a temporary strip was available for the flying 
in of urgently required materials and for casualty .evacuation. He

- ,. . .said that he understood his main task to be a reconnaissance for a
an mg groun 4, ^cross runway and his secondary task to be a reconnaissance together

with the Argentine Air Force officers of a temporary"landing strip, 
Mr Watt confirmed that a main runway of from 3,600 to 4,000 ft in 
length will be required and that a cross runway was not essential, 
Mr Wainwright confirmed that a runway with a LCN of 15 would be 
adequate for the weight of aircraft likely to use it.

1, I- .. .... x. , .
administrative arrangements necessary for the preliminary reconnaiss-. j 
ance which would be carried out by Col Wheatley, 
that it might be necessary : 
16 August, the date when it was 
would fly the Argentines back to the mainland.

FALKLAND ISLANDS AIRFIELD CONSTRUCTION
Mr Watt explained that the purpose of the meeting was to discuss ;

Major Sugden thought j 
for the reconnaissance to be extended after ■ 

expected that the Albatross aircraft I
* Mr Watt agreed that, !

if the reconnaissance could not be completed by the time the Albatross I

I 2. Mr Ling explained to Col Wheatley the undertaking, as a result of ; 
the recent communications talks in Buenos Aires, by HMG to build an 1 
airfield in the Falklands, He said that, as the Argentines were not ! 
anxious to operate the temporary air service by means of Albatross 
flying boats for very long, they wished to have a temporary landing 
ground in the Falklands so that the air service could be operated by 
light aircraft such as Twin Otters until the main landing ground was 
completed, Col Yrneatley asked what aircraft were concerned with the 
air service and what he should say to the Argentine engineers regarding 
the length of the main runway, Mr Ling said that Twin Otters and 
Fokker Friendship aircraft from the Argentine would use the landing 
ground while it should also be suitable for the operation of HS 748 

Mr Wainwright said that, 
providing the load factor was reduced, a runway J,600 ft Jong would be 

Mr JVatt said that the con-
It was

3. Gordon said that it would be necessary to ask civilian con
tracting firms whether they were interested in tendering for the 
construction of the airfield but this would not be done until
Col Wheatley’s report was received. In regard to payment for the cost 
of the preliminary rcconncistance, it was agreed that the Finance 
Departments of the c; : . ? vould discuss the matter.
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Mr I Watt
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king explained to Col Wheatley the undertaking, as a result of 
the recent communications talks in Buenos Aires, by HMG to build an 
airfield in the Falklands, He said that, as the Argentines were not 
anxious to operate the temporary air service by means of Albatross 
flying boats for very long, they wished to have a temporary landing 
ground in the Falklands so that the air service could be operated by 
light aircraft such as Twin Otters until “the main landing ground was 
completed, Col Wheatley asked what aircraft were concerned with the 
air service and what he should say to the Argentine engineers regardir 
the length of the main runway, Mr Ling said that Twin Otters and 
Fokker Friendship aircraft from *' •> Argentine wculd use the landing 
ground while it should also be table for the operation of HS 748 
aircraft from Montevideo or elsewhere, Mr Wainwright said that, 
providing the load factor was reduced, a runway 3, o00 ft J.ong would b< 
adequate for the operations envisaged. Mr Watt said that the con
struction of & temporary landing strip was a separate matter. It was 
the Argentines who wanted it and whether this temporary strip might 
be constructed by the Argentines had not yet been settled, Col Wheatl 
pointed out that it would be an advantage in the construction of the 
main landing ground if a temporary strip was available for the flying 
in of urgently required materials and for casualty evacuation. He 
said that he understood his main task to be a reconnaissance for a 
/cross runway and his secondary task to be a reconnaissance together 
with the Argentine Air Force officers of a temporary'landing strip, 
Mr Watt confirmed that a main runway of from 3,600 to 4,000 ft in 
length will be required and that a cross runway was not essential. 
Mr Wainwright confirmed that a runway wi*tii a LCN of 15 would be 
adequate for the weight of aircraft likely to use it.
3, Mr Gordon said that it would be necessary to ask civilian con
tracting firms whether they were interested in tendering for the 
construction of the airfield but this would not be done until
Col “Wheatley's report was received. In regard to payment for the cos 
of the preliminary reconnaissance, it was agreed that the Finance 
Departments of the MOD and ODA would discuss the matter.

H SOON 2/71 GM 3643/2

Wa*
..... —
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1. Watt explained that the purpose of the meeting was to discuss 
administrative arrangements necessary for the preliminary reconnaiss
ance which would be carried out by Col Wheatley. Major Sugden though' 
that it might be necessary for the reconnaissance to be extended aftei 
16 August, the date when it was expected that the Albatross aircraft 
would fly the Argentines back to the mainland, Mr Watt agreed that, 
if the reconnaissance could not be completed by the time the Albatros? 
returned, Col V/heatley could travel in RMS Darwin,
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Ho 22J OF 16 September 1971

priority

loliildOZ Received 18th September

5. A. F..

See M I F T7.

ncwn^iTTTAI..

+ or corruption 
of 2 weekly

4. ..... reconnaissance would be made by one officer and five other
ranks, plus one officer who would visit B.A. to examine availability of 
certain stores e.g. cement. Farty would fly to B. A. T.A. November 1A, 
to Comodoro Rivadavia on lyth and to Port Stanley on 16th. Party 
would leave Port Stanley for Comodoro Rivadavia and B.A. on December 
14th. Party will require BCD to 600 pounds of heavy equipment and NOD 
hope to book it in Biscoe sailing U.K. mid October E. T.A. Stanley 
N ovember 12p th..

To Falkland Islands
From ?. C.. 0.
Repeated to B. A.

Ly telno 222: Construction of Airfields.

2. Hain preliminary finding. Cape Pembroke is best site. 4,000 ft 
runway will take approximately 20 months to build. Construction party 
would be 120 all rank Royal Engineers plus 50 civilian labour to be 
imported presumably from Chile. New specification for runway is 5 inches 
cement bound granular base on 5 inches macadam sub base with triple 
bitumen surface dunning. Unless Royal Engineers construction party 
can be housed in a moored ship hutted camps must be built for both 
services and civilian labour’ involving building party of 60 all ranks 
for some three months. Leave cargo vessels required to position stores 
for camp construction; one or two logistic landing ships to position 
and recover plant and equipment. R.A.F.. air lif ts required to position 
and recover troops and change them over at six monthly intervals. 
Hercules sortie monthly to Argentin and bi-we ok ly*ndove r flight 
Argentine/i’alkland Islands essential for routine re-supply.

1. Although YZheatley lias not completed his full report (72 hours 
mentioned in your telno 299 referred only to initial. findings) NOD 
have given us indication depending main preliminary findings might 
}uve of their provisional ideas.

J. NOD provisional ideas. Amy are currently discussing the implications 
of accepting commitment recommending other services. If task is 
acceptable in principle next stage would be detailed reconnaissance referred 
to in para J (ii) of ny telno 170. Amiy are meanwhile making provisional 
(repeat provisional) plans for this as in following paragraph.

5. NOD would be grateful if you will meanwhile make provisional 
arrangements for accommodation either at hotel or with Royal Narines. 
Two local casual labourers will also be required. Grateful you arrange 
this provisionally.

6. Wheatley has told us Degan Lob who led Argentine survey team to 
F.I.. last month made him verbal offer of free air transport for 
reconnaissance party each way between B. A. and Stanley to meet schedules 
in para 4 of report, and that ITelrose knows of offer. Nhile NOD 
understood glad to accept transports on that party’s task is 
clearly measures with an obligation assumed by H.I1. G.„, in which CASE 
should bear cost. Unless Embassy see objection, grateful if they would 
seek confirmation from Argentine authorities that it is still 
convenient for them to provide transport but point out that for reason 
above we would prefer to make reimbursement at appropriate rates.



CONFIDENTIAL

No. 224 Of 16 September 1971

PRIORITY

1614412

1.

a

CGiFIIENTIAL

LJC : Cypher

Z

(iii) We should therefore agree that Argentines should build 
temporary air strip, and offer them every facility

(iv) that necessary arrangements should be formalised by a further 
Exchange of Notes referring to Agreement of August 5th.

Even from summary of V/heatley* s preliminary findings it will be 
clear to you that a permanent airfield will make heavy demands on alJ. 
3 services for men, equipment, logistic support and time. Another 
month will be necessary to assess implications in full; and in ary 
event it will be necessary to make detailed reconnaissance before a 
final decision car be taken on whether Royal Engineers can undertake 
construction. At that point .... will realise operational implications 
of tying up men and equipment for so long at such distance from Army* s 
main areas of deployment will have to be assessed. Nevertheless it is 
a sign of Royal Engineers interest that they are making provisional 
plans for detailed reconnaissance on lines in NIPT.

(ii) construction of a temporary air strip should be regarded as 
a necessary practical consequence of Argentine’s commitment 
to maintain a regular air service under* B.A. Agreement which 
F. I. G-overnment and public opinion generally welcome

To Falkland Islands
Prom FCO
Repeated to B.A.

fZj-3NIPT: Construction of Airfields.

2. We must thus recognise that other considerations may rule out even 
detailed reconnaissance; and that even if it is made Royal Engineers may 
eventually not be able to do construction. We are therefore keeping 
well in mind that it may provd- necessaiy to turn to civil engineering 
firm for design etc and for construction. Should this become necessary 
whatever preliminary work that will have been done by Royal Engineers 
will be made available to them and time will not have been wasted.

(i) in view of operational difficulties already amply demonstrated 
we can not expect Argentines to maintain an amphibian service 
for 2 plus years required to build a permanent airfield,

4. You vd.ll no doubt wish to consult your ExCo in due course but 
(especially with your telno JI2 in mind) we think that it would be 
better to defer such consultation until, hopefully, Amy may have 
reached a firm decision about detailed reconnaissance when you would 
be able to inform the ExCo of their plans.

J. Meanwhile we should be grateful for your views on Argentine 
suggestion for building temporary airfield in B.A. telno 91 to you. 
Our present views at official level are:-



COMFID®TIAL

No. 326 of 20 September 1971

PRIORITY

TO FCO REPEATED PRIORITY TO B.A.

FROM FALKLAND ISLANDS

3.

LEWIS

IJC : Cypher

CONFIDENTIAL

This is all most encouraging and we v/ill make provisional arrangements 
to receive Royal Engineers recce party in November.

CCNSTROCTICN OF AIRFELD
P^> % H

YOUR TELNOS 223 AND 224.

The F. I. C. lias a major interest in ensuring that a regular air service 
starts as early as possible ano. I have convinced Acting Colonial Manager of 
need for temporary strip. It would be a help if you could inform L'aldron and 
Mitchell of the position so that we can have their support. A word on the 
telephone from either of them to the Hon. Barton would help to erode his 
opposition at a time when I am leaning on him hard.

2. In regard to the building of temporary airfield I am strongly of view 
that for the reasons mentioned in your telegram and for other considerations 
we should agree to the Argentines building the strip. The problem is trying 
to persuade SxCo at a time when the elected members (and potential candidates) 
in particular are preparing to face the test of public opinion at Elections. 
In view of these attitudes I will defer final consultation as you suggest 
until we know Anry’ s final decision on detailed recce.
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RESTRICTED

See I-.HFT.

RESTRICTED

IJC : Cypher

PRIORITY
No 5O7 of 23 September 
Following from B.A. 
TO F. C. 0. and to F. I.

ft<J>
Your telno J223* to F. Ij. Airfields.

Head of Chancery called yesterday on Head of ’’-’alvinas” Department of 
I'.F.A. and was assured that we would have a  to our query about the 
Albatioss flights for Royal Engineer reconnaissance party to and from Port 
Stanley. Izaguirre believed there should be no difficulty afbc for Argentine 
Air Force.

2. Izaguirre said the Argentines had now heard that amount of planking 
which they would, propose to use for a temporary air strip, should it be 
agreed that they construct it, was available in U.S. but that it would 
require four months between placing the order and delivery in Argentina. 
Cost would be one million (one million) U.S. dollars. Izaguirre underlined 
the importance of time factor claiming that if a decision were not taken 
fairly soon there would be no time to complete the air strip before the 
onset of F. I. winter made conditions impossible and therefore virtually 12 
months would be missed, (see para 2 of ny telno to F. I. ) He said that 
despite the cost, which seemed even more daunting in the light of current 
Argentine economic situation, Argentine Air - orce were prepared to go ahead 
with the construction if asked. Once permanent air field were m operation 
they would propose to aluminium temporary strip in I'arambio (  
Island) in future.
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CONFIDENTIAL

KO 252

UC : Cypher

CC"-3TD^'’'TLJ.

PRIORITY 
12172OZ

TO GOVERNOR ’
REPEATED TO B.A.

PS 7
IT TDINO 245: AIREIEDD

We realise Ai’iiy1 s inability to spare Sappers to do construction work 
may cause some local disappointment but we are sure thiat you and in due 
course public opinion will recognise that current demands on British Array 
including Royal Engineers to commit skilled men for nearly 
two years to a task which can be done by civil contracto rs.

2. Royal Engineers would however if at all possible like to be associated 
with management of construction. One possibility which we are examining 
would be forothem to act as consultants, together with grsx vzho are 
responsible/1 providing professional advice to BEG on airfield pavements, 
and who v/ill in any case be closely concerned with consultant and managerial 
aspects. It is possible detailed recce party v/ill include one or more 
representatives of Department of Environment as well as of Royal Engineers.

of 12 October 1971

Re have now discussed Wheatley1 s report inter-departmentally. NoD 
remain willing for Royal Engineers to cariy out detailed recce as planned 
but do not, in view of Array* s other heavy tasks, especially in Northern 
Ireland, feel able to accept a commitment for Royal Engineers to construct 
airfield. Our view at official level is that in these circumstances it 
would be wrong to expect Array to take on a task which can be equally well 
done by civil contractors, and that we should make best possible arrangements 
accordingly.

2p. Above is at present for information of yourself and your senior 
officials. Re hope to conf inn arrangements for detailed recce party next 
week.
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CONTDEl'ITIAL

No. 350 of 1A October 1971

Immediate to FOO

Repeated Priority to KA.

Your telno 252: Airfield

LJC : Cypher

CORFimiT^L

YZhile I understand the Army’s problems particularly in 
respect of Northern Ireland and appreciate Royal Engineers’ 
desire to be associated with civilian executed project there 
will be disappointment here at such a decision. There will 
be reluctance also to accept the view that task can be quote 
equally well done unquote by civil contractors, while the implications 
of the eirployment of imported civilian labour are serious. In 
fact I myself find it difficult to see how civil contractors 
will be able to meet the timetable laid down for the Sappers 
which politically was only just tolerable. The decision will 
have an adverse effect on my chances of convincing Ex0o of 
the need for a temporary field.

2. In view of the foregoing and the effect the decision may 
have on our relations with the Argentine I hope tiiat Ministers 
will have been consulted before I am asked to inform ZxCo of 
any decision reached by H.M.G.
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CCNFIDENTIAL
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ROUTINE 
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1

U
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From B^A. to F.C-O.
Reptd to F. I. . .

Your telno 246 to F.I. 1 CLP. A. Visit.

/■' \

!>

Question of Albatross flights to lift R.E. recce party to Port 
Stanley on November 16 and return December 14 was put to Izaguirre on 
September 22. His first reaction was that there would be no difficulty 
and he undertook to seek agreement of Argentine Air Force. We have not 
yet received confirmation about these flights but when I met him on October 
6 Izaguirre gave me the impression that they would be agreeable. We 
Would prefer not to press Argentines for ax a firm answer until decision 
About reoce party’s visit is ....• .... 2 We believe that no other 
amphibian flights are contemplated before the end of the year when it is 
proposed to introduce a regular service. In a recent conversation with 

“ .2 _2 ••••• Balcarce let slip that what Argentines now seemed to be 
’/ considering was a twice monthly service to F. I. s.

r

t ‘ .

■ i

A /the Head of . 

j"
/.LJC : Qypher
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No 533 of 19 October 1971

FROM KA. TO F,C,.K

MY TEINO 525.

AIRFIELD..

LJC : Cypher

CONFIDENTIAL

PRIORITY 
192O25Z

REPTED TO F..K 
PG 6

• HAVE TODAY THAT Argentine Air Force would be prepared to 
arrange Albatross flights to lift airfield recce party to Port Stanley on 
November 16 and return on or about December 14. The cost to H.M.G. of each 
flight would be 20,000 new pesos (on today’s quotation this would equal 
£980 (£980) but pesos value is at present declining sharply on floating 

“financial rate”#
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CONFIDENTIAL

MY TEINO 252. V

Grateful you arrange accommodation.2.

3.

4. Names of party •will follow.

LJC s Cypher

CONFIDENTIAL

No 257 of 2D October 
PRIORITY

Embassy B.A. should now accept offer of anphibian flight as in their 
telno 533 and make arrangements for accommodation and for transport to 
Comodoro Rivadavia.

Detailed recce party now proposes to travel to B.A. on November 1J r®dy 
to fly to Stanley in amphibian November 16 th.

2O1O55Z
TO GOVERNOR FALKLANDS
REPTD TO B.A.

PG 0



COPY

TO ALL MEMBERS OF IEGCO AND EXCO 21 October 1971

(E_ G-. Lewis)

I have had telegraphic advice from London that the 
party of Royal Engineers selected to carry out the 
detailed survey of the main airfield at Cape Pembroke 
will arrive in Stanley by Argentine amphibian on 
November 16th.

On the return flight on the same day the amphibian 
will take out the C<P>A. delegation.



NEWS LETTER ITEM

CONSTRUCTION OF MAIN AIRFIELD AT CAPE PEMBROKE

21.10.71.

In the meantime 600 lbs of equipment necessary to 
enable the Survey to be carried out has been shipped on the 
RRS John Biscoe scheduled to arrive in Stanley on the 17th 
November.

As this work is part of H.M. Government’s commitment 
to build the main field the cost of this special Amphibian 
flight will be borne by the British Government.

It is understood from official sources that a party 
of Royal Engineers comprising one Officer and 5 other ranks 
will arrive in Stanley by Argentine Amphibian on November 16th. 
It is expected that the party will be in Stanley for about a 
month. While here the Sappers will carry out detailed surveys 
on the site, the results of which will enable detailed plans 
and specifications for the field to be prepared.
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FALKLAND ISLANDS AIRFIELD CONSTRUCTION

DD7377I

CONFIDENTIAL
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Colonial Secretary 
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ending ground 4,000 ft 
4 lenglh without a

IM

Mr I Watt
Lt Col Pilkington RE 
Lt Col Wheatley RE 
Major Sugden RE 
Mr Wainwright 
Mr Gordon
Mr Ling
Mr Kinnear

aircraft from Montevideo or elsewhere, 
providing the load factor was reduced, 
adequate for the operations envisaged. ______
struction of k temporary landing strip was a separate matter, 
the Argentines -who wanted it and whether this temporary strip might 
be constructed by the Argentines had not yet been settled. Col Wheat! 
pointed out that it would be an advantage in the construction of the 
main landing ground if a temporary strip was available for the flying 
in of urgently required materials and for casualty evacuation. He 
said that he understood his main task to be a reconnaissance for a 
/cross runway and his secondary task to be a reconnaissance together 
with the Argentine Air Force officers of a temporary’'landing strip. 
Mr Watt confirmed that a main runway of from J, 600 to 4,000 ft in 
length will be required and that a cross runway was not essential. 
Mr Wainwright confirmed that a runway with a LCN of 15 would be 
adequate for the weight of aircraft likely to use it.

5W554 500M 2/71 GM 3643/2

8

2. king explained to Col Wheatley the undertaking, as a result of 
the recent communications talks in Buenos Aires, by HMG to build an 
airfield in the Falklands. He said that, as the Argentines were not 
anxious to operate the temporary air service by means of Albatross 
flying boats for very long, they wished to have a temporary landing 
ground in the Falklands so that the air service could be operated by 
light aircraft such as Twin Otters until the main landing ground was 
completed. Col Wheatley asked what aircraft were concerned with the 
air service and what he should say to the Argentine engineers regardir 
the length of the main runway. Mr Ling said that Twin Otters and 
Fokker Friendship aircraft from the Argentine wculd use the landing 
ground while it should also be suitable for the operation of HS 748 

Mr Vfa inwright said that,
a runway 3, oOO ft J.ong would be 
Mr Watt said that the con-

It was

Mr Gordon said that it would be necessary to ask civilian con
tracting firms whether they were interested in tendering for the 
construction of the airfield but this would not be done until 
Col T/heatley’s report was received. In regard to payment for the cos 
of the preliminary reconnaissance, it was agreed that the Finance 
Departments of the MOD and ODA would discuss the matter.

1, Mr Watt explained that the purpose of the meeting was to discuss 
administrative arrangements necessary for the preliminary reconnaiss
ance which would bo carried out by Col Y/heatley. Major Sugden though^ 
that it might be necessary for the reconnaissance to be extended aftei 
16 August, the date when it was expected that the Albatross aircraft 
would fly the Argentines back to the mainland. Mr Watt agreed that, 
if the reconnaissance could not be completed by the time the Albatross 
returned, Col ¥/heatley could travel in RMS Darwin.



AIRFIELD SURVEY GN FALKLANDS

It has been a busy week in the Falkland Islands with the arrival

technical mission to study some of the problems involved in the
introduction of an interim air service and the construction of the
main field.

Royal Engineers, the latter* s main task being to look over the

problems involved including the formidable one of logistics in

From informed sources it is understoodbuilding the main airfield.

that Colonel Wheatley, due to the lack of ary better alternative,

has come down in favour of a site in Cape Pembroke a few miles north

and to the east of Stanley.

The Argentine members of the mission headed by Vicecomodoro

Began Lob have, with the assistance of Group Captain Melrose, been

looking for a temporary site pending the completion of the main field

as it has became increasingly clear that for the type of interim

service envisaged, the amphibian is not the most suitable of aircraft.

It is understood, again from the same well informed source, that a

site suitable for a temporary strip has been found at Hooker’s Point

lying between Stanley and the location of the proposed main field.

The Governor, Mr. E.. G. Lewis, has praised all in the Islands for

the way they have co-operated to ensure that the technical mission

could carry out its tasks within the tight deadline involved.

The team was headed by Group Captain Melrose, Air Attache at the 
Lieutenant

British Embassy, Buenos Aires, and included/Colonel Wheatley from the

on the 11th August by Argentine axnphibious Air Force plane of a
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CIVIL LABOUR

Will approval be given for the employment of up to 50 Argentine

or Chilean labourers on the peimanent aerodrome construction? At

It is hoped that

mean while planning and thus financial approval could be held up*

The trade union opposition is not based on purely economic grounds,

as virtually no local labour is available and the conditions proposed

for agreement (see paragraph below) are reasonable. It is probably

a political decision with an economic background, based on the

familiar old slogan "Keep the Falkland Islands British;" the trade

union opposition extends to an Argentine Army or Air Force unit

building a temporary runway*

present the local trade union opposes the proposal.

this opposition might possibly be withdrawn in due course; but in the
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No. Z)6 OF AUGUST 27

271101s

TO JCT FALKLAND ISIAIDS

fp;x : fod

EEF2SAS5SD TO BUIKOS AIRES

saving to monteviieo

Your taino 283, 284 and 2o5.

Corrmmications.

IJC t Cypher

CX^FiraJTI/i.L

1. Your account of current attitudes after Argentine visit is most useful 
if irildly disheartening. We appreciate that pre-election tensions were 
bound to encourage lunacy fringe and tliat more suspicion and impressionable 
elements in Stanley cannot be prevented from giving thoir ancient prejudices 
an airing. You have of course full authority to make clear in whichever 
W3 you think best that H.M.G*. intend to fulfil canmitssent to ensure that 
ail adequate runway is built> to distinguish •••«••• casnitmont from whatever 
temporary strip may be agreed to enable Argentines to fulfil their under
taking to provide air services in the interim.

We expect Sloggie to call here early September, will be glad to discuss 
these and ary other aspects of shipping services which you suggest with him. 

We would be grateful for your advice.

2. We shall certainly try to get the necessaxy decisions taken here as 
rapidly as practicable. But until Colonel Wheatley* s report has been 
received and studied we cannot begin serious discussions either with Arny 
authorities or with civil engineerxing professional bodies. Realise that 
local opinion would greatly prof er Royal Engineers to do this job but as we 
have made clear all along wo and MOD must cast priori ty of Falkland Islands 
task (which could tie up one regiment in a remote place for nearly two years) 
against other operational and training (including other FCO) requirements.

5. On Article 7 of Buenos Aires Agreement we stand by our commitment to 
arrange for a regular shipping service but have never intex*proted this as 
binding us or FIG to providing services which local derand does not justify, 
lieither would we expect Argentines to run a weekly air service as is strictly 
required under Article 8 should thia in practice prove unnecessary. We 
should be glad of Embassy’ a caxinenta on paragraph 2 of your telno 285 although 
we should not wish the point to be raised specifically with Argentines at 
present.

3. As regards shipping we have in the past few days been in contact with 
F1C. Waldron is concerned lest apparent delays in establishment of shipping 
services may be due to reluctance on the part of your Esicoutive Council to 
accept proposals as regards the "Forrest" made in our telno 187. Secretary 
canfizmod that after withdrawal of the "Darwin" at the end of this year, 
•A£SW will cany out shuttle services between Svanloy and mainland to meet 
passenger etc. demands and will also if necessary take passengers to Mar del 
Plata en route to U. K. Supplies of Avgas, fresh fruit if need be can also b© 
carried tin shuttle runs.



CONFIDENTIAL

PRIORITY

TO FCO

TELNO 299 OF JI AUGUST 1971
REIEATED ROUTINE TO B.A. AND SAVING TO MONTEVIDEO
cmwiGATicm

3.

LEWIS

UC : Cypher

CONFIDENTIAL

I have no particular problems for Sloggie. He is no doubt aware 
that ExCo do not think mucji of the proposals made by the Comparer for 
the "Forrest” as conveyed in your telno 187. On the face of it the 
Company gets a great deal and puts in very little. Apart from purely 
commercial aspects there is a social service element in the operation 
of the "Forrest” to the snaller islands and isolated camp and I have to 
take into account that at times I need the "Forrest" in a stand-by position 
for Defence or Air Sea Rescue work. I am working on these problems and. 
will have another go at ExCo shortly.

Your telno 206. I am not taking present attitudes too seriously 
as I expected something like this in the run up to the Elections.
2. I fully realise the problem of priorities but as Colonel Wheatley 
was under instructions to submit his written report within 72 hours of 
arrival back in the U.K. I considered you should have the background as 
to what happened at this end.



No. 278 of 4 November 1971

3.

Names of party are as follows:

5.

7.

Grateful if you will inform H. M. Ambassador in B.A,

Separate telegram follows with terms of reference.9.

CONFIDENTIAL

UC : Cypher

H^twll ank^Smith, Civil Engineers: 
Cross, Assistant Engineer: 

•Bousted, Surveyor*

The fizm proposes to send a party of six to carry out design study on same 
dates, and by same routes as was provisionally arranged for R.E., i.e. leaving 
Britain on November 1J for B.A. and travelling to Port Stanley by amphibian 
as proposed in B.A. telno 533*

Ms

CONFIDENTIAL / /

I also hope that, when you have informed ExCo of appointment of consulting 
engineers, they will acknowledge desirability of giving Argentines firm 

j decision as to temporary air strip. You will now have seen B.A. telno 54-7 to 
' me and we hope that you can enable deadline of November 25 th to be met.

8* Grateful if you will inform H.M. Ambassador in B.A. as soon as you have 
consulted ExCo so that he may then inform Argentines of appointment of consulting 
engineers. There appears no need for any explanation to Argentines of non- 

Zparticipation of R.E. s and all that need be said is that in all circumstances 
this is a task best carried out by civilian consultants.

EM Warren, Senior Engineer:
Kj Love grove Engineer:

D
l

CT s
Grateful you make whatever further accommodation arrangements may be 

required*
6. You may inform ExCo. If members express disappointment about Royal 
Engineers* inability to do this task you should remind them that, from the 
first, this has been no more than a possibility and that Wheatley* s initial 
recce was made without any commitment as to their further participation. You 
may certainly say that present and foreseeable demands on British Army 
including R.E. s make it impossible for them to participate but you should 
not refer specifically to Northern Ireland as main reason.

PRIORITY
O4182QZ
TO FALKLAND ISLANDS
REPEATED TO B.A_
YOUR TELNO 350: AIRFIELD

2. O.D.A- have therefore appointed Rendel, Palmer and Tritton, the well 
known firm of consulting engineers who have worked in Brazil and Chile, to 
undertake design stuty. Since they will in all probability be concerned with 
supervision of construction work, it is essential that they make their own 
investigation on site, which means that no detailed recce £ will now be carried 
out by R.E. s.

1* •*■••* s have consulted and have confirmed that in present circumstances
there can be no question of expecting Royal Engineers to undertake construction. 
For your own information, situation in Northern Ireland makes it quite 
impossible for R.E„s to be canmitted to this task.
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Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Time:Despatched: Deceived: 5.11.715.11.71
I

1.

3.

/ (a) Three land rovers preferably with drivers;
*

(b) Up to eight labourers;

7 (c)

(a)

/ (e) Use of PWD JOB excavator;

b (f) Forty gallon drums for water storage;

4Store for soil and survey equipment;

C] (i)

5.

DOUGLAS-HOME

PL: HT

1 (g) 

f (h)

RPT will be grateful for help of commercial section of Embassy 
for enquiries into availability and prices of constructions materials 
in Argentina and for introductions to Argentine aircraft operators

Accommodation for three ten inch by four inch 
plotting tables with good lighting, two boards 
and T squares;
Room with solid work bench and v^.ter supply to 
basin for soils testing work

Loan of windproof jackets, gum boots, waders, etc. 
from BAS or RM Detachment;
Centrifugal pump for wash boring preferably two 
inch;

RPT wish to know before departure onJJth November if following is 
Kf-condition numbers and sizes

2. On arrival at Buenos Aires (Flight number to be confirmed later) 
meet facilitate with customs arrange accommodation and onward flight 
to connect with departure point of Amphibian. Each memf party pro
poses to carry total of 80 lbs weight of kit and equipment. RPT 
would like early confirmation that this is acceptable for Amphibian, 
and if not, what range of weight is acceptable.

En Clair FM FCO O51555Z Unclassified to Priority Governor Falkland Islands 
telno 279 of 5/11 Information Priority Buenos Aires. Lftr telegram 27Q 
Airfield. ' f '
1. Grateful if you and HM Embassy will take following action as 
appropriate to facilitate and assist Rendel, Palmer and Tritton (RPT) 
team.

RPT will be grateful if following can be ensured during total 
period in Falklands:

4. J .
available in Stanley (8) BS sieves in gooi  
(88) Special road oil for wet sand mix (iii) Automatic voltage recorder

Time: 1610



CONFIDENTIAL

TEINO 385 TO KA.

IMMEDIATE

REPEATED TO PREORITI FCO

AIRFIELD

FCO TELNO 278

ExCo informed of appointment of consulting engineers.

LEWIS’

CONFIDENTIAL



RESTRICTED

No. 280 of 5 November 1971

MY TELNO 278:
TEWS OF REFERENCE OF CONSULTANTS r

report by March 30 1972*

US : Cypher

RESTRICTED

<

ROUTINE 
051350Z.

(i) to investigate Pembroke site to ..... suitability for operation 
by F HS 748 and other suitable aircraft to permit • flight as 
part of Stanley and Argentine air fields, as well as between Stanley and 
Punta Arenas, and Stanley and Montevideo should latter be required.

(ii) to estimate costs of construction of an airfield of minimum 
length of 3,600 feet with clear way in detail bearing in mind possible 
desirability of a number of feet length

(iii) to prepare • ••«. of suitable contractors for construction work 
bearing in mind scarcity of local labour

(iv) to collect and • •••• technical and other data to enable final
• design to be ccrnpleted in London

TO GOVERNOR FALKLANDS 
REPEATED TO B.A.

^tIfield.

(v) to submit a



GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCEMHJT - CAFE PEMBROKE AIRFIELD

To be broadcast tonight Tuesday 9th 
Wednesday 10 th;

Colonial Secretary’s Office, 
Stanley, Falkland Islands. 
9th November, 1971*

The firm of Rendol^, Palmer and Tritton, besides 
being one of international reputation,ha£fl operated in Brazil 
and Chile and so ha^ recent experience of construction work in 
this hemisphere.

Listeners will recall that it had been anticipated 
that a Sapper party of six would visit the Colony flying in by 
Albatross on the 16th November, staying for a month in order to 
carry out preliminary design studies for the airfield. This 
task will now be carried out by the party of six members of the 
staff of RendAl^, Palmer and Tritton. The senior engineer in 
charge is Mr. Warren and the other members of the party are 
Mr. Lovegrove, Mr. Hatwell, Mr. Smith, Mr. Cross and Mr. Boustead. 
The party will be in the Colony for approximately a month in order 
to make the preliminary design s tudy and carry out soil surveys.

Information has been received of the appointment of 
the firm of RenddlX, Palmer and Tritton, consulting engineers, 
in connection with the Cape Pembroke Airfield construction 
project. The appointment of this civilian firm as consulting 
engineers means that it has been found impossible in present 
circumstances for the Royal Engineers to carry out the con
struction of the airfield. That this might be so has always 
been a possibility and the British Army’s commitments elsewhere 
are such as to make it impracticable for the Sappers to do the 
job for us.



io?

AIRFIELD PROTECT

on

2*0 PROGRAMME FOR STUDY AND REPORT

4.0 METHOD OF CARRYING OUT THE WORK

E. G.L.

that he could call on any Head of Department^ for 
that his feasibility study was <----- -■ 1 - - ‘

Here it is stated that no further visit will be possible prior to the 
start of construction* I told Mr. Warren that with the interim air service 
scheduled to begin in Januaxy there were no physical barriers to another 
visit and I presumed that this meant that the O.D.A. was not prepared to pay 
for another visit*

On the question of the length of the airfield I mentioned that as so 
much of the cost of this project was to be in overheads it seemed to make 
sense to build a strip that would stand the Colony in good stead for the 
foreseeable future and by that I meant a period of ten to fifteen years. 
As far as traffic potential was concerned, there was a pent up demand in the 
Argentine and other Latin American countries and I was certain that after 
a year or two there would probably be several planes a week coming into the 
airfield* On the question of terminal and operational facilities I agreed 
that these should be kept as simple and functional as possible. I noted 
that the team would be looking into the status and capability of contractors 
experienced in this class of work and I presume that this meant that British 
contractors having responsibility for the main contract would be sub 
contracting out to Latin American operators. If this was the intention it 
would be prudent for Mr. Warren to consult in due course Mr. Goss, Head of 
the local Trade Union*

After extending a welcome to Mr. Warren I made the following points 
the document "Proposal for Feasibility Study”.

On27th November I had a meeting with Mr. Warren, the Senior Engineer 
of the Rendell, Palmer and Tritton team which arrived in the Falkland Islands 
on the 16ths Mr. Jones, the Colonial Secretary, was also present.

I informed Mr. Warren that although I did not want to be dogmatic on 
the issue I was disconcerted to find reference in this document to sites as 
possible alternatives to Cape Pembroke. People in the Islands including 
myself* are getting a little tired of preliminary and initial surveys (even 
including feasibility studies) and after the work done by Wainwright and 
the Royal Engineers I thought it was fairly clear that there was no suitable 
alternative site available within reasonable access of Stanley. I was 
pleased to see reference in the document to the necessity of including in 
the survey the problem of access routes to the airfield area from Stanley. 
I noted that at the foot of page 3 of the document that reference is made 
to what might happen if construction did not proceed* I informed Mr. Warren 
that H*M*G.. was canmitted by statements made in the House of Commons, by 
undertakings given at the B.A. Round of Talks in July, 1971 and by 
statements made by myself as Governor to the building of the airfield and 
there could be no question of the work not proceeding. I mentioned to Mr. 
Warrenthat although it was true the met. records here were quite good some 
of the information might be more readily obtained in England as many of 
our records had been returned to the U. K.

On the time scale involved, Mr. Warren made the point that it would be 
a great help if they were given instructions to get on with the preparation 
of detailed drawings and other documents necessary before they could go out 
to tender as early as possible. I informed Mr. Warren that I had given 
instructions to the Colonial Secretary that this project had the highest th 
possible priority so that he could call on any Head of Department for assistance to ensure that his feasibility study was earned out within the/^ 
month they were going to be here. ? Novemher 1971



Rondel, Palmer and Trittong Airfield Survey

(no more than a page) in particular bringing out the following points:
(a) ■whether the party is confident that it can carry out 

the task in the time allotted

E.G.U
22^11.1971

(b) ■whether they are getting all the assistance they require 
from the local government.

(c) whether the task is more complicated or less complicated 
than they had anticipated.

By the end of the month, at the latest, I am certain that the O.D.A. 
of the F. C.O. -will be wanting a short progress report on the detailed 
survey. Would you please ask Mr. Warren to let me have a very brief note

I 7



1 1 9

p 25 th November 71

Airf lei4 S

(J. Zu Jones)

L<i. 60 -
)

(i) (.bother your task is more cl* loss complicated 
than you had anticipated.

(2) whether you o being given all the assistance 
you need froa our local government resources}

=1
Ik.

/I

(1) Whether you are confident that you will be 
able to carry out your ttu)k in the allotted 
tinoj

J. Warren, Ssg..,
Rendd, Palmer & Tritton, 
Stanley.

I

2403/nI

His Bxcelloncy the G-overncr will wish to bo in a 
position to Bend a brief progress report on the do- 
tailed. survey which your team is carrying oat to the 
Foreign end Commonwealth Office v/c the end cu? thie 
rioiith. 1 would therefore be grauei'ul if you would 
let me ha'/e a brief note, /no more than a page in length, 
foi' this purpose, in particular with reference to the 
following points.



Yours faithfully,

29th November 1971

(Sgd) 3. J. Warren
Engineer i/c Field Party. R.P.T.

2}.. Whilst I think that the information we are obtaining will 
probably be sufficient for the report and preliminary design 
stages, my firm might consider it desirable that a further 
visit should be made by a small soils team, with the necessary 
equipment, before settling final construction
details for the purpose of tender drawings and documents.

FALKLAND ISLANDS AIRPORT 
Field Party Interim Report

3. The main factor is the presence of peat in the sand covering 
the site. The equipment made available on site is of very 
limited use in investigating the conditions encountered and, 
although additional wash boring equipment has, with the 
assistance of PWD5been improvised, it does not make accurate 
lagging or in situ testing possible.

t 1. The Survey side of the investigation is up to schedule.
2. The soils side of the investigation is more complex than might 

have been anticipated from the preliminary reports (due to the 
necessarily very limited investigation done at the time of 
their writing).

5. vfe have to thank the various departments concerned for their 
co-operation, particularly the Public Works Department who 
have placed all their resources at our disposal often to their 
great inconvenience.



CONFIDENTIAL

AIRFIELD

YOUR TEINO 278

3-

DC . Cypher

CONFIDENTIAL

Leader of team has expressed satisfaction with thb assistance provided 
by this Government^

No. 2jO8 of 30 November 1971 
PRIORITY
TO FCO REPTD TO B.A.
FROM FALKLAND ISLANDS

Local reaction was broadly as predicted in my telno 350. However 
we have managed to persuade the Islanders to look at the problem in the 
right perspective although there are still misgivings about the time 
scale.
2. The Rendel, Palmer and Tritton team is working hard and is up to 
schedule expecting to leave on the 16th. In a brief progress report 
which I called for, the leader of the team has stated that the soils side 
of the investigation is more complex than might have been anticipated 
from the preliminary reports. He considers that his firm might think it 
desirable for a further visit to be made by a small soils team before 
final construction details are settled for the purpose of tender drawings 
and documents.



s/401 ARG-ENTIIIE AFFAIRS2.

His Excellency reviewed the position:
24O8/III Pejmanent, aerodrome

/ • Tem_po_raT.y_ .airfield

Members were anxious that alternative 
provision should be made for transport in the event that the completion of the perman
ent aerodrome was delayed.

The next stage in the construction 
programme was a detailed survey of the site, 
expected to be carried out by the Royal 
Engineers. No definite information on the 
subject was to hand but it was thought that 
the team would arrive by Albatross amphibian 
aircraft about 16th November. It was known 
that equipment necessary for the survey was 
being shipped from Britain in R.R.8. John 
Biscoe, due in the Colony in mid-November. 
His Excellency assured Members that he 
would keep them fully posted on latest 
developments.



TELEGRAM

TO WARREN FROM RPT LONDON /

WE AGREE YOURSELF AND BOUSTEAD REMAIN FALKLANDS FOR FULL INVESTIGATION

SITE DWE AND APPROVE LOVEGROVE REMAIN ALSO IF YOU FEEL HIS SERVICES REQUIRED.

SEND MATERIALS SAMPLES BY SEA

Mr. Jones has asked Mr. Warren to see him about this.

t-
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Ko* i£2 of 14 Decxsn'bar 1971

AIRFIELD .ATORHSSkB FOO miio 422 OF 14 REPEATED BJ2JKSAIRES <

IT W) 4O8 ♦ WAREO HAS RECEIVED TELTXrRAM FfKM RFT AGR^IKG THAT HE

AID KXJSTAD SHOJ1D BERK VKELL 12 JAWAM TO OOOTMTE ILTfESTIGATICK .

THIS DOES NOT aO® AIT FROWSTS LCGA.I1X AIIB I PRESUUS AFM!^E!SKT2

2 Kl^ISWAS UA1S AF1TGR B^ES35 CSX AIT> RPT .

Time



154SERVICETELEGRAPHGOVERNMENT
FALKLAND ISLANDS
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ETATPRIORITE PRODROME LCND0NSW1

Vc-H^Ow-ZATE

Mo. 168 of 16 December 1971
PLEASE PASS BUEN0SAIRE3 AS MT H2£EDIATE THING 168 OF 16 DECEMBER
REPEATED PRIORITY FCO AMPHIBIAN TOOK OFF FROM STANLEY AT 1615Z WITH
FOUR MEMBERS OF HPT TEAM CN BOARD • PLEASE PASS BUENOSAIRES •2 LEWIS

Time
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COI’TFIDENTIAL

No. 6 of 5 Jam 1972.

T.QC TEINO 3 PARA 3 and Whitney’s letter 4/5 of December 14 to Jones para 2.

IADE AGENTS.

He will come to Stanley on anphibian on January 19 and return on January

CONFIDENTIAL

UC : Cypher

26 .... His object will be to examine accommodation possibilities and 
schooling for his ^o children.

Argentines have now selected Wing Commander Enroul Domingo Ferrari to be 
Lade agent res ident in Stanley. He is married and has eleven years old son 
and seven year old daughter. His wife (nee Benesch) is reported to speak 
excellent English. I saw Ferrari this morning and think his English weak but 
he is tremendously enthusiastic about living in Stanley. He is an Antarctic 
expert and knows Southern Patagonia and Tierra del FUego

PRIORITY
FJttI B.A. TO F.I. REPEATED TO F.C.O.



r A?

RESTRICTED

YOUR TERIO 4: HARBOUR CONDITIONS IN STANLEY.

2.

RESTRICTED

UC s Cypher

We have not seen Captain Nicholas’ survey but if Governor agrees and it 
is unrestricted we have no objection to this being given to Argentines also.

No. 6 of 5 January 1972
O5154OZ
TO B.A. FRai ECO REPEATED GOVERNOR F-I.

been
Wheatley’s report with exception of pages Al - A 5 has already/given to 

Rendel Palmer and Tritton and provided Governor sees no objection we agree 
to page 29 to 31 and annex E may be shown to Argentine Navy..



confidential

FALKLAND ISLANDS AIKPOKT

FELD PAPE REPORT

The results of the Survey and Soils Investigation for the

originally proposed site went back with the first part of

the field party in the middle of* November.

The extended survey and investigations to cover a partial or2.

complete shift of the site towards the Cape Pembroke Lighthouse,
with its different soil conditions, has now been completed,
and the remainder of the field party will be leaving for the
U.K. on the 12th December.

Arrangements have been made for shipping the bulk of "Materials"3.
samples back to the U.K. by the A.E.S..

We again have to record our thanks to the various departments4.
concerned in particular to the Public Works for their continued
support and assistance.

Yours faithfully,

(E. J. Warren)

Engineer l/C Field Party

10 December 1971

Stanley



Y.E.

would4.

27.1.72J.A.J.

S/40V2/1
/

Rs you know, a Major Fernandez, a senior official of 
LADii.' and a senior argentine Air Force officer, flew in 
and out yesterday on the regular Albatross service. Major 
Fernandez* task was to approve any arrangements made by 
Vice-Comodoro Ferrari regarding housing and office accommodation for the LADE agent to be stationed here.
2. I fear it was not until a few minutes before the 
albatross arrived that it occurred to me that the old PWP Carpenters’ Chop recently used by R.P.T. might serve as 
temporary o f ice accommodation for L.dE while Ferrari, 
after his arrival here in March, looked around for more 
permanent and suitable office accommodation. 5PA does not 
anticipate requiring the building until the main airfield 
construction project gets going: that, wo expect, is un
likely to be earlier than September and will probably be 
later than that. «uix months occupancy of the building by 
LA E should therefore be quite feasible. I informed 
Eernundez/Ferrari that the old Carpenters* Ahop building 
would be provided rent free us it was to be a temporary 
office only but that maintenance, alterations, furnishings, 
etc. would be LAKE’S financial responsibility. They 
accepted this offer which was made in accordance with 
clause 6 of the Joint btateipent of Buenos ..ires of 1.7.71.
3. LADE have accepted Johnston’s (EARG) offer of the 
loan of an &.>K0 house in Racecourse Road us a temporary 
measure, again expected to last for some G months. Lu)E 
will be expected to pay rent, fire insurance, etc. Tech
nically this may not be entirely within the spirit of the 
Joint Abatement as EERO is a quasi-government organisation 
but as Ferrari told me LABE would prefer to rent both 
living and office accommodation in the private market I
do not think JAJ3E will jib at paying rent to -nd
the arrangement gets us off what could have been an awkward 
hook, we were prepared, in the last resort, to make 
government housing available to LABE - perhaps Cable Cottage: 
but I would prefer not to and evidently LADE, for reasons 
unexpressed but which one can easily deduce, did not want 
to either.

LaDH, for reasons connected with radio reception, 
in due course prefer to have en office "up the hill” in 
Stanley and Fernandez mentioned the possibility

(a) of LaLE buying a house in Stanley;
(b) ” " renting a plot of ground in .Stanley

and importing a prefabricated house-cum-office 
of the kind they use in Ushuaia.

I said both proposals raised problems which could best be 
resolved in discussion in the Consultative Committee or 
during the 3x*d Round of Communications Talks.
5. noth Ferrari and. Fernandez expressed appreciation of 
the help and co-operution they had received from us and 
from others during their visits as well as expressing satis
faction with the temporary arrangements made for housing 
and office accommodation for Ferrari. They agree that these 
6-&onth tenures should provide adequate time in which to 
firm up arrangements of a more long-term nature.
6. Ferrari expects to fly in to Stanley about 8th March.

the first regular flight (14th March) is already fairly 
heavily booked; as Ferrai-i is an ex-membei' of the argentine 
zxir Force; as LABE is run by that air Force; and as 1 errari 
has a wife and 2 children it is to be expected that they 
will be brought in on a special flight.

L.dE


(?)
240VS

721st February

Superintendent, Public works
Colonial Secretary D.C.A.co

P.S. for appropriate file

OLpCA^J^TlS* V:O?j;SHOl\ D,V:,p.: use by LADE as Temporary Offico

2.

accepted•

:~

J2

(J. A. Jones) 
Colonial Secretary

The purpose of thia mei^ort-ndma is to infora you that the 
building in question has been offered to LADE and the offer has been 

The terms are that the arrangement is temporary (pending 
the finding by LAE®, by way, probably, of rental, of permanent office 
accommodation in Stanley); rent-free, but with LADE meeting the cost 
of any alterations (e.g. partitioning), additions, furnishings, carpet
ings, etc. At the same time it is understood that currently installed 
fixtures would not be removed except at LADE’s request.
J. Vice-Comodoro Ferrari, at my insistence, made two inspections 
of the building so that he and your staff would have sone idea of the 
alterations and renovations which would be likely to be necessary. 
However, I specifically mentioned to Vice-Como dor o Ferrari that there 
was no implied promise to nor was it likely that any necessary repair^/ 
renovations could or would be carried out by your organisation in view 
of your other heavy commitments at this tine, ibis possibility is 
therefore still negotiable•

The A.C.S. recently cleared with you orally that it would be 
feasible for the old Carpenters1 shop, P.b.D. (recently used by the 
Rendel, Palmer A Tritton team) to bo used as a temporary office by 
LADS when Viae-Comodoro Ferrari arrives here in tear ch to establish 
his organisation.



CONFIDENTIAL

BRITISH EMBASSY
BUENOS AIRES

4/20 10 January 1972
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CONFIDENTIAL

G F Kinnear Esq. OBE
Atlantic & Indian Ocean Department 
Foreign & Commonwealth Office

Please refer to John Jones’s letter 2408 of 9 December to 
Ray Whitney. ----------------- -

I am copying this letter to John Jones so that he can inform 
who is still in the Islands,

i / -

In his letter under reference Jones requests that the Embassy 
might obtain from the Argentines operational details for the F27 
and HS 743 over the sector Port Stanley-Punta Arenas and Port 
Stanley-Montevideo. As Jones quite rightly points out this is a 
sensitive point insofar as these sectors would only be used if 
communications with the Argentine broke down (although Punta Arenas 
could be used as a bad weather alternative in exceptional 
circumstances). It is also clear that an Argentine civilian 
operator would not carry out a service in these conditions, as 
LADE, the airline for the Patagonian districts, is operated by 
the Air Force. We have not heard any suggestion that civilian 
Argentine airlines will carry out a service. Consequently, we 
would prefer if you can get in touch with the Civil Aviation division 
of the Department of Trade & Industry who will be able to obtain the 
appropriate information.

On para 3 of Jones’s letter we have heard of no proposals for 
the Argentines to use aircraft other than the military version of 
the F27 or the "Guarani” for the air service beyween Port Stanley 
and the mainland.

I 5.
j Warren of Rend el, Palmer & Tritton.

3. The Argentines are aware that in our planning provision has 
been made for a service which might be operated to Punta Arenas 
or Montevideo should a need arise - it was of course one of the 
considerations which Peate Marwick .and Mitchell looked into. However 
at the moment we feel that it would perhaps be tactless to remind the 
Argentines of this point and for this reason the Air Attach^ will not 
raise the question with his colleagues.
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1. I would be grateful if you would telegraph me,a summary of the conclusions
I ' r l ■ /

of the Rendel Palmer Tritton. report when it is received.

Addressed to, FGO telno l}0 of 15 April 1972 
j i ' ' /

AIRFIELD PROJECT ,
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130: Rendell Palmer and Tritton report#Your telno

1.

/

Report now received and copies have been despatched to reach you 
on 26 April# We hope to discuss some points requiring clarification 
with RFT soon and will telegraph summary afterwards.


